Bontouch partners in long term collaborations with clients who are serious about mobile challenges.

2013 we revolutionized mobile banking for businesses, got our first international clients in China and the US, moved into new HQ on Drottninggatan in Stockholm and grew to 21 employees! In 2012 we went to Cuba, launched Eurocard iOS/Android as well as the ingenious app Link, a groundbreaking app to share your notes on patented Swedish innovation Whitelines® Paper. We won the Golden Mobile award with our client SEB in 2011 and for Best Utility App with our client Rebtel in 2010.

A lot in a few years, but we have only just started!

Searchable Handwritten Notes

#Engineering #Algorithms #ImageAnalysis

Mobile devices now have the computational power and camera quality for serious image processing. OCR of especially handwritten notes is an area of image processing that we are interested in. In this thesis work, you will continue where a previous thesis worker left off and research, implement and compare various OCR methods for making a set of scanned handwritten notes searchable.

By being pragmatic, how can we turn the algorithms we have and the data we collect to value for the end user?

Read more at www.bontouch.com/jobs